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New Book Helps Leaders Shine Despite Global Whining
aspire…to shine is the third installment in the aspire…to series written by
award-winning corporate strategist Renie Cavallari
PHOENIX, Ariz – Available now, Renie Cavallari’s new book, aspire…to shine, takes aim at
the negativity around us by helping people find their passion and truly Shine. The book
demonstrates the impact of adopting an "All In" mentality by taking ownership of your life
and turning on your motivational switch, awakening your passion. Cavallari describes
passion as life's fuel and provides real-life stories and examples demonstrating that
when you tap into what motivates you, you Shine.
When we Shine, we engage. We contribute. We play "All In." And as leaders, we shine the
light so OTHERS may see. When we Shine, we can help those on our team identify and
turn on their own motivational switch, creating alignment and synergy.
Unfortunately, the world is full of naysayers constantly focusing on what is wrong,
creating fear, anger and disappointment. Imagine instead a world where people truly
shined. Where their inner light lifted them to their full potential and inspired others to do
the same. This environment is possible. In both work and life, we can shift perspective
and align a team to fanatically engage and drive results.
In her book, Cavallari details the tools to shift perspective and behavior in your
organization, including:

• How to Turn on Your Motivational Switch (and help
your team members turn on theirs)
• People Who Shine: The Shiner’s Formula™
• Everyone Leads: The 6 Pillars of Self-Leadership™
• Leaders Who Shine:
o The Aspire Performance Model®
o The Aspire Competency Set®
• What is “Jazz Banding” and why is it important?
• The Allure of Negativity

-More-

Cavallari says, "Leadership is a behavior, not a position so it does not matter what your
job is or where you are on the proverbial organizational chart, you were meant to lead.
We all lead through our influence and our impact. We lead through our attitudes. We
lead through how we treat one another. Even how we self-lead reflects the life we have."
Experience aspire…to shine and #BeAShiner.
Download chapter 1 for free with no obligation at Aspire’s website or get the book on
Amazon.

Praise for aspire... to shine:
"Everything we 'aspire' to accomplish as leaders involves people. In her book 'aspire… to
shine,' Renie shares her astute observations of what it takes to grow as a person and as
a leader through a thoughtful collection of real-life stories. The concepts are easily
relatable and it behooves us to spend some time in self-reflection to be reminded of not
only what we are supposed to do as leaders, but why."
~David Kong, CEO
Best Western International
"In her new book 'aspire… to shine' Renie Cavallari uncovers the secrets we are all looking
for – extracting joy and happiness from everything we do. This in turn drives us to
success.
As I turned the pages in Renie’s manuscript, I could not put it down. Each chapter is a
separate story on how to understand that life is simple and by living by a few rules you
can immediately be prepared for all the challenges we meet daily.
Don’t you wonder that some people seem to have life easy and they go from success to
success with what appears to be not that much effort? After you finish 'aspire… to shine,'
not only will you understand the secrets of success, you will be able to apply them into
your daily life immediately. Good Reading."
~Peter H Thomas, Chairman
Thomas Pride International
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Founded in 1995 by Renie Cavallari, Aspire is a leadership training & consulting company
that skillfully challenges the status quo and thinks boldly with customers to improve
financial performance.
About Renie Cavallari

Renie Cavallari is founder, CEO, and Chief Instigator of Aspire and author of aspire…to
lead, aspire…to be, The Little Book of Shining, Business is Like Baseball and The Official
Girlfriends’ Getaway Guide. Known for her high-energy, high-impact, and engaging style,
Renie’s inimitable grasp of business and its challenges and her proven, innovative

solutions set her apart as a captivating speaker, author, leader, coach, and strategist
who has driven measurable results for people and organizations around the world for
more than 30 years.
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